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	This book introduces new concepts for cooperative game theory, and particularly solutions that determine the distribution of a coalitional surplus among the members of the coalition. It also addresses several generalizations of cooperative game theory. Drawing on methods of welfare economics, new value solutions are derived for Non-Transferable Utility games with and without differences of bargaining power among the members of the coalition. Cooperation in intertemporal games is examined, and conditions that permit the reduction of these games to games in coalition function form are outlined. Biform games and games that combine non-cooperative search and matching of coalition members with cooperative solutions (i.e., efficient contracts) within the coalition are considered.


	Readership: Graduate students and researchers in the field of game theory.
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Color Atlas of Otoscopy: From Diagnosis to SurgeryThieme Medical Publishers, 1999

	...provides simple and efficient visual training in the evaluation and diagnosis of ear canal and middle ear pathology as seen through the otoscope...includes differential diagnoses and where appropriate, CTs and line drawings.
...
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Windows 7: The Definitive Guide: The Essential Resource for Professionals and Power UsersO'Reilly, 2009
As you’ve probably noticed, there’s more than enough information about Windows 7 on the Web. There are tutorials, reference sites, discussion groups, and more to help make it easier to use Windows 7. However, the advantage to reading this book instead is that all of the information you need to learn Windows 7 is organized in one place...
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Digital Filter Design Solutions (Artech House Microwave Library)Artech House Publishers, 2005
Take advantage of the widest possible range of filtering techniques and   still keep design time to a minimum with this book and CD-ROM toolkit.   Complementing the book, this highly valuable disc contains an archive of   filter coefficients and design functions written in Matlab.     

       About the Author
   ...
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Object-Oriented Software Engineering: Practical Software Development using UML and JavaMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	This earliest recorded attempt to regulate the engineering profession reminds
	us, in the bluntest way possible, that the paramount purpose of engineering and
	engineering design is to serve the user. One would assume that the engineer’s
	responsibility to users is so self evident that it goes without saying. Various
	professional...
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Astrology For Dummies (Sports & Hobbies)For Dummies, 2007
Learn how to get your precise horoscope, decipher astrological symbols, and benefit from the phases of the moon with Astrology for Dummies, Second Edition. You’ll learn how to construct your birth chart, interpret its component parts, and use that information to gain insight into yourself and others. With easy-to-follow, hands-on...
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An Inconvenient Death: How the Establishment Covered Up the David Kelly AffairHead of Zeus, 2018

	
		The death of Dr David Kelly in 2003 is one of the the strangest events in the 21st century. This scrupulous scientist, an expert on weapons of mass destruction, was caught up in the rush to war in Iraq and in the pressure of those around Tony Blair to provide evidence that Saddam Hussein was producing chemical weapons. Kelly seemed...
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